


Denholm Industrial Services
The UK’s truly complete provider of scaffolding 
and platform access, surface preparation and  
protective coatings

Working in challenging environments, Denholm Industrial Services  

provides comprehensive onsite services including:

 • Scaffolding and access

 • Containment and encapsulation

 • Metal surface preparation 

 • Protective coatings systems

 • Floor surface preparation

 • Industrial cleaning
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Safety is paramount

Denholm Industrial Services has a total commitment to safety and is  

dedicated to safe working.  No job is too small or too large to do safely,  

first time and every time.

Maximising structural assets

Denholm Industrial Services provides engineered solutions for access, 

containment and surface preparation challenges.  These solutions can  

reduce maintenance periods, extend structural lifespan and provide 

programme certainty.

One point of contact 

Our customers benefit from a fully integrated and multi-disciplined service  

that is project managed within the programme schedule, with one principal 

point-of-contact.  We work closely with project managers to identify the  

most efficient solution for positive impact.

Extending asset lifespan

The skills and expertise of our technicians in evaluating the condition  

of metal and floor surfaces, surface preparation methods and coating  

system applications can reduce maintenance periods and improve  

structural longevity.
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CONSTRUCTION

DEFENCE

PROCESS AND ENERGY

We serve the MoD and its defence contractors and have done for 

many years. We provide surface preparation, protective coatings, 

access solutions and containment for new build and vessel repair 

projects – including the application of stealth coverings.  

Boilers, stacks and other difficult-to-reach structures can be  

accessed via temporary suspended platforms, while industrial  

rope access is often the most effective way to access wind  

turbines.  Our coatings credentials were developed in maritime  

environments and are especially suitable for offshore assets.

Denholm Industrial Services designs, installs and dismantles  

scaffolding and access systems for new build, refurbishment  

and demolition projects across domestic, commercial and civil  

structures – and often in very challenging environments.   
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HERITAGE

INFRASTRUCTURE

MARINE

Innovation comes into its own when designing access solutions for 

churches, cathedrals, castles and stately homes, particularly when 

accommodating awkward or intricate shapes.  Where required, our 

solutions enable historic buildings and monuments to remain open 

to the public.

Denholm Industrial Services has its roots in maritime services and so 

we understand the particular challenges of working in this corrosive 

environment.  We provide access, industrially clean, prepare metal 

surfaces and apply protective coatings to onshore and offshore 

marine assets.

We provide access for the fabric refurbishment of bridges, waterways, 

tunnels, railways and other civil structures, while our expertise in 

surface preparation and coatings applications extends the service 

life of these assets.
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Scaffolding and Access
Designed around project deliverables

Our scaffolding and access solutions ensure all users are in a safe 

environment when working at height. We work closely with our 

customers to ensure the best form of access is engineered to suit 

exacting requirements, whatever they may be.
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Advanced Scaffold System
Safety innovation 

Denholm Industrial Services has always been a leader  

in offering alternative and better means of access.  

Following continued capital investment, we now  

offer the advanced Plettac Metrix system. This system  

is extremely adaptable, efficient and robust, and is  

deployed at no additional cost. Its unique Advanced  

Guardrail safety system ensures operatives are protected  

from working near an open edge.

More information?
T:  +44 (0) 1935 420 081 

E:  enquiries@denholm-industrial.com
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ANY QUESTIONS? 

Telephone: +44 (0) 1935 420 081 

Email: enquiries@denholm-industrial.com

Specialist Access
Our suspended access and lifting  

applications provide specialist  

access to bridges, buildings and  

other difficult-to-access structures.  

Using standard and engineered  

access and lifting systems, installed  

and managed by trained and  

competent rope access specialists,  

some of the most challenging  

access projects are safely and  

efficiently overcome.
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Fall Prevention
Our service to house builders is  

enhanced with a proprietary safety  

deck fall prevention solution. It  

vastly improves on safety compared  

to traditional methods, is quickly  

erected and dismantled and is  

cost efficient.

Specialist access services include:

• Bridge access - above deck

• Bridge access - below deck

• Temporary suspended platforms

• Cradle platforms

• Rope access

• Alloy glass fibre podium and pulpits



Containment and 
Encapsulation
We provide containment and environmental 

encapsulation to protect covered structures  

from the elements, or to protect the  

environment from contaminants from  

our work.

Deployed across civil and military assets,  

our bespoke encapsulations have protected 

sensitive equipment from wind and rain.  

Innovative pulling and lifting schemes 

significantly reduce time and cost when  

mobile constructions are required to be  

moved along large structures.

We also work with dropped-object netting to 

capture falling objects whilst projects are under 

repair or construction. For example, our work  

on iconic bridges has prevented dangerous 

objects falling into shipping lanes below and  

has provided protection to nesting ground  

birds on the shoreline.
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ANY QUESTIONS? 

Telephone: +44 (0) 1935 420 081 

Email: enquiries@denholm-industrial.com

Examples of containments include:

• Positive pressure habitats 

• Controlled environment systems 

• Encapsulation to LPS 1207/1215 standards

• Temporary weatherproof roofs

• Shrinkwrap application

Expect the unexpected
Our temporary roof structure, used  

to protect the Prince of Wales aircraft 

carrier, was one of the largest mobile 

containment structures in Europe. It  

even withstood unexpected gale force 

winds, with zero damage to its structure  

or translucent sheeting.
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Surface Preparation and Coatings
When properly applied, the right coatings system will minimise through-life 

maintenance and improve structural longevity. To choose the best performing 

coatings system, our technicians assess the operating environment and  

durability requirements. To maximise performance, and crucially, to meet  

our stringent health and safety standards, we also assess the environment  

in which we apply the coatings system, such as the level of confinement and 

ambient surroundings.
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Preparation is Key
Surfaces that are properly prepared will improve the performance of the protective coating. The physical 

hardness of the surface is measured to determine the best material and method to remove corrosive elements 

and prepare for coating. Our ICORR qualified inspectors check each stage of surface preparation.

A variety of methods are utilised to ensure the appropriate option is precisely fit for purpose: 

• Open abrasive blasting • Closed circuit blasting 

• Bead blasting • HP and UHP water blasting 

• Mechanical preparation

More information?

T:  +44 (0) 1935 420 081 

E:  enquiries@denholm-industrial.com
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Coatings Systems
Once the surface is prepared, the right coating  

option is selected to give the best result: 

 • Epoxies, alkyds and urethanes  

 • Anti-fouling 

 • Non-skid deck systems  

 • Glass flake systems 

 • Intumescent and cementitious systems  

 • Specialist tank linings 

 • Chemical resistant coating systems 

 • Solvent-free epoxies

A sound working knowledge of each system is 

essential, especially if a two-pack coating system is 

applied as its consistency and time to cure can alter.

Military precision
For our clients working in defence, 

Denholm Industrial Services offers 

approved trainers and coatings 

applicators of radar absorbent  

materials and acoustic fabric.
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Floor Surface Preparation
Quality and performance

Preparing floor surfaces for coatings, overlays, stains or repair materials is the most important 

step in safeguarding an overall quality floor finish.  Our technicians carry out the most efficient 

method to strip, clean and profile internal and external man-made floor surfaces to maximise the 

performance of the coating application.

Full surface expertise

We clean and prepare surfaces such as steel, concrete and asphalt, strip top layers of paint, 

epoxy and glue and remove markings and rubber from highways, runways, helicopter pads and 

industrial floors.  We strip out decorative flooring, including linoleum, carpet, vinyl, rubber and 

ceramic tiles, and always adhere to strict environmental standards. Past projects have included 

oil storage tanks and pipelines, decking on board ships, hull sides and offshore platforms. 

Our technologies include:

 • Shot blasting 

 • Diamond grinding 

 • Scarifying / scabbling  

 • Concrete shaving 

 • Tile lifting and floor stripping 

 • Diamond concrete floor polishing

We typically use closed circuit equipment for the prevention of airborne particles and dust  

generation, which is particularly important when working to tight timescales and when 

minimising clean-up is essential.
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Industrial Cleaning
Often working with hazardous materials, Denholm 

Industrial Services operates in both standard and 

complex environments and is fully compliant to 

the appropriate regulations.
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The highest 
safety and 
quality  
standards



Denholm Industrial Services’ stringent industrial 

cleaning discipline was born out of a multi-year 

contract supporting the construction of new Royal 

Navy warships.  We removed large quantities 

of waste throughout the entire build process to 

avoid its potentially dangerous accumulation.  

Because such environments are often congested 

and high-risk, we work collaboratively to develop 

a cleaning strategy that accommodates all 

trades and adapts to the peaks and troughs of 

programme schedules.
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ANY QUESTIONS? 
T:  +44 (0) 1935 420 081 

E:  enquiries@denholm-industrial.com



Companies Overview
Skills, experience and expertise

Denholm Industrial Group operates four  
established businesses from eight locations 
across the UK: 

 • Denholm Industrial Services

 • Scaffold Erection Services (SES)

 • Elite Scaffolding

 • Access Lifting Pulling & Safety (ALPS)

Combining the skills, experience and expertise  

of these regionally and nationally established  

brands has created the UK’s truly complete  

provider of scaffolding and platform access,  

surface preparation and coatings.
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ACCESS LIFTING PULLING & SAFETY  

Access Lifting Pulling & Safety, known as ALPS, overcomes  

the complex challenges of accessing unconventional structures.  

T: +44 (0) 1246 413 111   |   E: access@alps-uk.com

ELITE SCAFFOLDING 

Elite Scaffolding provides high quality scaffolding services to  

commercial and domestic customers across south west England.   

T: +44 (0) 1935 477 222   |   E:  info@elitescaffoldingsw.co.uk

SCAFFOLD ERECTION SERVICES 

Scaffold Erection Services is known by its customers as SES and 

provides the premier contract scaffolding service in the Midlands.  

T: +44 (0) 121 322 2088   |   E: info@scaffolder.co.uk

DENHOLM INDUSTRIAL SERVICES 

Customers benefit from coordinated services that are fully  

project-managed, with one principal point-of-contact. 

T: +44 (0) 1935 420 081   |   E: enquiries@denholm-industrial.com
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The Denholm Group
Denholm Industrial Services is an operating 

company of Denholm Industrial Group,  

one of the divisions of parent company the  

Denholm Group.  

The Denholm Group operates four divisions: 

 •  Shipping 

 •  Logistics 

 •  Seafoods  

 • Industrial Services
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A Family Company
Dating back to 1866, today the Denholm Group  

is still owned by the descendants of one of the 

founding brothers, John Denholm.  

The Group directly employs over 1,000 people, 

who work to the principles of the ‘Denholm  

Standard’: upholding the law, integrity, fairness  

and respect.
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Glasgow Office
200 Carmichael Street 
Glasgow
G51 2QU
T: +44 (0) 141 445 3939

Scunthorpe Office
Units 27-29 Normanby Park 
Normanby Road 
Scunthorpe DN15 8QZ
T: +44 (0) 1724 854 456 

Scaffold Erection Services 
221-225 Tyburn Road 
Erdington
Birmingham B24 8NB
T: +44 (0) 121 322 2088

ALPS
Stubley Hollow
Dronfield
Sheffield S18 1PA
T: +44 (0) 1246 413 111

Head Office
1 Barracks Close
Lufton
Yeovil BA22 8RN
T: +44 (0) 1935 420 081

Plymouth Office
188-190 Keyham Road
Plymouth
PL2 1RD
T: +44 (0) 1752 500 377

Winchester Office
Unit F, Winnal Industrial Estate
Moorside Road
Winchester SO23 7RX
T: +44 (0) 1962 677 790 

Elite Scaffolding
1 Barracks Close
Lufton
Yeovil BA22 8RN
T: +44 (0) 1935 477 222




